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Abstract. The aim of the paper is to investigate one of the causes of ductility-dip cracks 
(DDC) formation. The main aim of this work is calculation of grain boundaries (GB) cohesive 
energy in nickel based In52 and In52 MSS alloys. For measuring the GB energy anisotropy methods 
of thermal etching and light interferometry were used. DDC form on the grain boundaries of nickel 
based alloys due to adsorption of impurities during multipass welding. The In52 alloy has tendency 
to form DDC during multipass welding fusion unlike In52 MSS one doped with Mo and Nb. The 
main cause is the change of thermodynamic state of the GB, as it is indicated by the decrease in the 
cohesive energy to 1.8-1.26 J/m2. During multipass fusion welding in In52 alloy adsorption of S and 
O from the grains body to GB takes place. The average concentration of O and S on the surface of 
DDC for high angle boundaries is within 2.3-4.5 and 0.5-1 at. %, respectively. Presented in this 
paper results have shown the influence of welding heat for reduce the cohesive strength of GB and, 
as a result, of the formation of DDC. Quantitative effect of S and O as embrittlement elements on the 
value of decrease in the cohesive energy was shown. 

Introduction 
Formation and crack propagation in polycrystalline metals and alloys occurs at the stage of 

production, processing or technological operations. The reason for the fall of the strength of metals and 
alloys is a adsorbtion of impurity atoms at grain boundaries (GBs). Cracking problem is relevant in modern 
science and technology because of increasing demands for quality and specific strength metallic materials. 

Problem formulation 
Nuclear electricity rather successfully established itself as a cheap source of electricity. Safety of 

nuclear reactors in the first place depends from the quality of construction materials and correctness of 
technological operations during installation and repair. The main structural material of this field of industry 
is nickel-based alloys. This is due to their high heat resistance and mechanical properties. During work 
these alloys, as well as when repairing, primarily fusion welding, may sharply increase the propensity to 
intergranular embrittlement. Plasticity of austenitic high-alloy steels and nickel-based alloys under static 
tensile tests decreases in the brittle temperature range (BTR) 600-1000˚C. Possible to formation the 
ductility-dip cracks (DDC) on the GB during the multipass fusion welding. Investigation the fracture 
surface shows intergranular brittle fracture. Thus occurs abnormally rapid ductile-brittle transition in thin 
GB areas. Microstructure degradation indicate the probability of occurrence of volumes of metal along the 
GB, which differs significantly from its initial state. 

Analysis of information sources 
Crack nucleation and growth in the polycrystalline alloy is characterized by a balance between the 

kinetics of crack growth and resistance of the alloy [1]. Cohesive energy is a parameter of the resistance of 
the alloy. This is general characteristics of the bond strength between the grains, which includes the surface 
energy and GB energy. In case the cohesion energy below a critical level due to the presence of impurity 
atoms, crack growth resistance decreases. The main factors reducing the cohesive energy can be: the 
accumulation of dislocations in GB areas, high crystallographic disorientation of neighboring grains, 
segregation and adsorption of impurity atoms on the GB. Grain boundary adsorption of atoms S, O in 
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austenitic high alloy leads to the formation the brittle intergranular fracture [2]. The large number of slip 
systems FCC lattice promotes mass transfer of atoms S, O from body to GB [3]. The authors of [4] studied 
the effect of sulfur adsorption on the nickel GB and showed that low presence in 5 nm monolayer leads to 
brittle fracture. Other researchers showed the dependence of disorientation neighboring grains from 
cohesive energy of fcc metals [5]. In [1] the authors investigated abnormally fast ductile-brittle transition 
pure polycrystalline nickel at a maximum sulfur content of 50 ppm. The relationship of mechanical 
properties with cohesive energy GBs metals for different crystal lattices evaluated in [6]. 

Formulation of goals and tasks of research 
This work is based on well-known scientific research data of GB thermodynamic and their own 

experimental procedures, experiments and calculations of GB energy properties of alloys In 52 and In52 
MSS. The aim of the paper is to investigate one of the reason of ductility-dip cracks formation. The main 
aim this work was calculating grain boundaries cohesive energy in nickel based alloys In52 and In52 MSS. 

Experimental procedure and results 
It is generally accepted to explain the formation of grooves on etched GB, establishing equilibrium the 

energies of GB and free surface [7]. The author of [8] observed an abnormal change in the grooves profile of 
thermal etching in polycrystalline aluminum. There is a direct correlation the purity of the GB from the 
geometry of the groove etching profile. Similar experiments were carried out by the authors of [9]. Grain 
boundary energy was compared with the surface energy of the crystal. The surface tension promotes formation 
groove on the plane of the section in the output place of GB. Under equilibrium conditions, the angles of the 
groove opening, corresponds to the relative amount of free surface energy and the energy of GB [7]. 

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of symmetric groove etching. The analysis is reduced to 
determining the dihedral angle ψ of disclosure grain boundary and h1,2 and a, b. Parameters h1,2 and a, b 
determine the degree of plastic deformation in the GB regions. Recent parameters depend on a degree of 
plastic deformation in GB regions, primarily the density of dislocations [10]. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation the etching profile of groove 

Generally, the surface energy is isotropic and the etching grooves have a symmetrical shape, the 
angles α and β are the same. However, many reports indicate a deviation from symmetry [11,12]. The 
accuracy of the method depends from measurement methodology dihedral angle ψ at the bottom of the 
groove [13]. In this work, the angle is determined by direct measurement of the cross section, which forms 
a surface perpendicular to the formation of the etching grooves, given values A, B, d1, d2. The asymmetry 
of the profile two halves is due to the different surface diffusion coefficient, which depends from the value 
of the activation energy for diffusion in the GB area. The different crystallographic orientations and the 
dislocation densities at the GB areas have influence on the activation energy of diffusion. Fig. 2 shows an 
example the asymmetric profile of etched grooves in alloy FCC after exposure 1400˚C [14]. 

The width of the GB after etching was measured by direct observation of the profile groove etching. 
Further, taking into account the geometric features of the etching grooves by formulas (1), (2) was 
calculated dependence the GB energy GBE  to the energy of grain surface SE . Angles α and β are 
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calculated separately that take into account asymmetry of the profile, and reduce the measurement error. 
Width of etching groove W is the sum of the two distances between the etching depth and the maximum 
height of the profile on both sides W = A + B. 
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Fig. 2. Profile grooves etched alloy with an fcc lattice [14] 

Calculation of the internal energy of GB was performed on the basis of dislocation model proposed 
by Reid and Shockley. The model takes into account the dependence of GB energy from the orientation of 
crystal lattice planes  in grain and the elastic energy of the dislocation core [15]. They determined that the 
crystal misorientation compensated by dislocations at the GB. The increase the misorientation angle is 
proportional to the density of dislocations. The energy of the GB can be expressed mathematically in the 
form of functional dependence the energy of dislocation core from the misorientation angle of slip planes 
in the grains.  

Accordance with works [16], [17], increasing the contribution of the covalent bond can reduce the 
cohesive energy and increase susceptibility to embrittlement of GB. One of the reason is adsorption of 
impurity atoms at grain boundaries or formation dislocation clusters along the interface [18]. The energy of 
dislocation GB per square centimeter of the surface section ais defining by formulas (3), (4) and (5). 
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µ  – shear modulus, MPa; b  – Burgers vector, nm; ν  – Poissons ratio; kB  – Energy of the dislocation 
core, J. 

Ductility dip cracking is occurs due the destruction of energy bonds between atoms. Energy Egb 
«solid» GB is spent on the formation of two new surfaces with energy value Es. The difference between 
these two parameters is called cohesive energy Ecoh, which is a measure of GB strength [19]. 

2coh s gbE E E= − ,
 

(6) 

cohE  – cohesive energy, J/m2; sE  – surface energy, J/m2; gbE  – grain boundary energy, J/m2. 
Embrittling elements reduce the surface energy Es greater than the energy of GB Egb. Changing the 

type of atomic bonding at GB due adsorption can reduces the cohesive energy Ecoh. In calculating the value 
of adsorption energy of impurity on the grain surface is negative. Enthalpy of each impurity and density of 
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atoms A (atoms / m2), in formula (7) allow to calculate the cohesive energy of the grain boundaries after 
adsorption: 

( )2 ad ad
coh s gb gb sE E E E E А= − − ∆ − ∆ ⋅ ,

 
(7) 

( )2 s gbE E−  – cohesive energy after adsorption, J; ad
gbE∆  – enthalpy of impurities adsorption on the Gb, J; 

ad
sE∆  – enthalpy of impurities adsorption on the surface of grains, J; ( )ad ad

gb sE E∆ − ∆  – energy 

contribution of adsorption, J; А  - density of impurities, nm-1. 
For investigation were selected nickel superalloys In52 and In52 MSS in the initial state and after 

fusion welding. Alloy In52 MSS has a high resistance to form DDC due alloying by Nb and Mo. Chemical 
composition of the alloys is shown in Table 1, 2. 

Table 1 
Eigen-frequencies of a clamped-free uniform isotropic beam obtained by means of FEM 

Concentration of element, mass % 
C Mn Ni Cr Fe Nb+Ta Mo Ti S P Al Si 

0.021 0.24 59.17 29.19 9.99 <0.01 0.01 0.51 0.001 0.003 0.72 0.12 

Table 2 
Eigen-frequencies of a clamped-free uniform isotropic beam obtained by means of FEM 

Concentration of element, mass % 
C Mn Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo Ti S P Al Si 

0.024 0.29 54.55 30.3 8.24 2.52 3.45 0.25 0.002 0.0055 0.22 0.15 

The work was performed on a scanning electron microscope Quanta 200 3D with a secondary electron 
detector Everhart-Thornley (EBSD) and heating table. Observations focused on high-angle GB, as the main 
places of formation DDC [20]. Measurement the geometric dimensions of the GB profile was performed on the 
light microinterferometer Linnika MII-4. Images of the sample surface with interference lines held by camera 
Tucsen Camera 5.0 for metallographic studies. Profiles of the groove etching were measured via software 
ImageJ, pre-calibrated for interferometer. Marks were placed by microhardness tester Shimadzu. 

Two samples were cut with proportions: 5 mm in diameter and 3.2 mm in height. The materials of 
samples are remelt ingot of wire alloy In52 and In52 MSS in a state before welding fusion. After preparing 
the surface of samples with using hardness tester Shimadzu M on some places were applied markers on the 
grains for subsequent studies labeled region. Prior to placing the samples in a microscope chamber was 
made careful polishing the surface by colloidal silica solution Eposil F with a particle size of 0.1 microns. 

For investigate GB with DDC samples were cut from a multipass weld in a place of formation 
microcracks in dissimilar multipass welding. Welding is carried out on an alloy In690 by wires In52 and 
In52 MSS. Selection the place of investigation and preparation the samples were carried out in the same 
manner as for the samples in the initial state. 

The first part of the study was determination the crystallographic orientation of grains in the tagged 
region. 

 
Fig. 3. Schematic representation the kinetics of diffusion atoms 
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After determining the crystallographic orientation in samples their surfaces were etched in the 
vacuum chamber of the microscope. Fig. 4 showed SEM table for heating. The maximum heating 
temperature is 1300˚C, sample heating rate is 50 ° C / min. Exposure time is 3 hours. For improving image 
quality during etching was used filter (Heat Shield Bras) with supply voltage 22-300 V. Filter changes the 
speed of the electrons emitted from the heated sample to the initial value at room temperature. With 
increasing temperature, the sample surface is cleared from oxygen and other surface contaminants. The 
kinetics of this process determines the thermodynamic state of the GB. Fig. 3 shows a schematic 
representation of surface atoms diffusion. 

 
Fig. 4. SEM heating table 

To reduce the errors in the measurement the each GB was analyzed in 6-8 different places. 
The calculation of the real height and depth in etched GB was evaluated by the formula (9) for the 

green filter [21]: 
0.5, Nd h

k
λ∆

= ,
 

(9) 

λ – wave length for green filter, λ = 0,55 μm; N∆  – height of the band bending, μm; k  – interval between 
the interference lines, μm. 

Investigation the microstructure of alloys In52 and In52 MSS was performed within 4-6 grains. 
Image of marks and electronic image crystallographic orientation for the two alloys in state before fusion 
welding is shown in Fig. 4 b and 5 b, respectively. For further identify the grains were numbered. 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 4. a - SEM image of marks on GB alloy In52;  
b – EBSD map of crystallo-graphic orientation the grains of alloy In52 
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According to SEM data the total length of GB in the field of view with marks are 1.09 cm and 1.04 
cm for In52 and In52MSS alloys, respectively. This is mainly the high angle grain boundaries with angles 
of misorientation within 30-60˚. 

  
a) b) 

Fig. 5. a – SEM image of marks on GB alloy In52 MSS;  
b – EBSD map of crystallographic orientation the grains of alloy In52 MSS 

Visual observation of etching process in two alloys showed that they are quite sensitive to the 
temperature rise. When the temperature reached to 900˚С begins the process of thermal etching on the GB. 
For example, the beginning of etching the commercially pure nickel is in the temperature range of 1200-
1300˚С. This is explained by a lower activation energy for surface diffusion of atoms due presence S, O on 
GB or accumulation of dislocations. Images of GB condition in alloys during etching under 900-1000˚С 
are shown in Fig. 6 a, b. 

  
a) b) 
Fig. 6. a – SEM image of marks on GB alloy In52 MSS;  

b – EBSD map of crystallographic orientation the grains of alloy In52 MSS 

After that, etched surfaces were studied on the light interferometer. For reducing measurement errors  
were calculated 4-8 light lines for each GB profile. Fig. 7 a, b shows an image of the interference lines on 
GB for two alloys. The total amount of measurements is 80 light lines. For a visual representation of 
geometric shapes GBs on calculated data, made for formula 1,2,6, were built schematic profiles GBs with 
different crystallographic misorientation, Fig. 8 a, b. 
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a) b) 

Fig. 7. a – interference lines of GB 1–4 alloy In52; b – interference lines of GB 1–4 alloy In52 MSS 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 8. a – schematic profile of the GB, alloy In52; b – schematic profile of the GB, alloy In52 MSS 

According to Griffith`s model of destruction, considering the formulas 1-5, were calculated the 
energy parameters of GB,which depending from crystallographic misorientation grains in the alloy. The 
values of energies for GB, surface, cohesion and width of GB for two alloys in a state before welding are 
shown in Table 3. The last column indicates the number of GBs from Fig. 4 b and 5 b. 
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Table 3 
Grain boundaries parameters 

Alloy Θ, grad γgb, J/m2 γcoh, J/m2 γS, J/m2 W, μm Ψ, grad № GB 
25 0,77 4 2,42 5,9 163 3-4 
30 0,78 3,8 2,3 6,2 162 1-4 
45 0,68 3,33 2 5,6 161 4-2 
55 0,55 2,33 1,44 6,4 158 1-3 

In 52 

60 0,46 2,12 1,27 6,4 160 1-2 
30 0,78 2,76 1,71 5,6 155 3-5 
40 0,69 2,78 1,73 5,9 157 2-3 
42 0,71 2,95 1,85 6,4 157 1-2 
43 0,71 2,77 1,74 6,0 156 1-4 
50 0,62 2,64 1,63 5,9 159 1-3 

In 52 
MSS 

60 0,46 2,5 1,48 6,1 163 1-6 
During multipass fusion welding possibly the cracks formation on the GB in alloy In52. The 

thermodynamic state of GB in alloy In52 MSS is without significant changes after welding. Ductility dip 
cracks are not observed and the energy values correspond to the units for initial state.  

The crystallographic orientations of the grains in alloy In52 with DDC on high-angle GB after 
fusion welding are shown in Fig. 9. Cracks are formed on the GB with the crystallographic misorientation 
within 45-60˚. Such high angle boundaries in the initial state have a decreased cohesive energy inside of 
3,33-2,12 J/m2. Welding heat creates tension in the body of grains, which lead to generation a new 
dislocation sources and accumulation dislocations along the GB. Abnormal mass transfer of impurity 
atoms from the body to GB decreases the cohesive energy until 1-2 J/m2 due adsorption of S and O. 

 
Fig. 9. Crystallographic orientation grains at the place of DDC, alloy In 52 

Farther on the microinterferometer were analyzed 3 GB with DDC in the range of misorientation 
angles witjin 45-60˚ and 17 GB without cracks. The number of measured interference lines was more than 
100. The main places of investigation were outfalls. The thermodynamic parameters of GBs state with 
DDC are listed in Table 4.  

Table 4 
Grain boundaries parameters 

 Θ, grad γgb, J/m2 γcoh, J/m2 γS, J/m2 W, μm Ψ, grad № GB 
0,46 1,8 1,15 6,6 157 1 
0,55 1,31 0,93 6,7 146 2 In 

52 45-60 
0,68 1,26 0,97 6,6 139 3 
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Some GB has breaks (interferometer lines are cut off). The phenomenon can be explained by the 
theory of abnormally rapid mass transfer of impurities along the slip bands. The cohesive energy along GB 
is discrete. This process depended from dislocation density and purity in the GB areas. 

Fig. 10 shows a dependence of cohesive energy from grains misorientation angle  in the initial state 
and after fusion welding in alloy In52. The curve indicates that the GB microstructure degradation occurs 
over a range of angles 45-60˚. Reducing the cohesive energy GBs on misorientation angles 55-60˚ is 1.1-1.3  
J / m2. This is sufficient to reduce the tensile strength on the level of local stresses which are generating 
during cooling after fusion welding [22]. For formula 7, taking into account the energy of adsorption the 
chemical elements on the GBs surface can estimate the concentration of impurities which provide DDC. 
Among all possible embrittling elements in the alloy the most harmful are sulfur and oxygen. Oxygen 
diffuses into the molten metal from the atmosphere during fusion welding. The maximum solubility of 
oxygen in the weld metal according to the phase diagram is 0.0045 wt. % [23]. Mass transfer of oxygen from 
the grain body to GB is performed in the process of heating and cooling during the next welding pass. 
Oxygen formed on the grain surface an adsorption layer of a few nanometers in width. Table 5 shows the 
calculated values of S and O enthalpy for commercially pure nickel [24] as a basis alloy In52. According to 
the work, the center of crystal face is the most likely placement for sulfur atoms in the fcc nickel lattice.  
Ni-3d and S-3p hybridization play an important role in the formation of electronic communications. If alloy is 
doped a large amount of chromium can be increasing the enthalpy [25].The distance between nickel atoms 
and impurities, taking into account the geometry of the atoms location in the crystal lattice and the lattice 
period, allows us to calculate the density of nickel atoms and impurities per 1 m2. 

Table 5 
Grain boundaries parameters 

Ni (111) 
Impurity Adsorption site  (eV/atom) d ,  

Center -4.99 2.15 
Top -3.55 2.02 S 

Interstitial -4.74 2.10 
Center -5.56 1.85 

Top -3.87 1.84 O 
Interstitial -5.28 1.84 

 
Fig. 10. The dependence of cohesive energy Ecoh from misorientation angle θ in alloy In52 
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Table 6 shows the maximum concentration of S and O (in at.%) that reduce the cohesive energy to a 
value of DDC formation, considering the fact that elements are separated. If we consider the maximum bulk 
solubility of oxygen in the liquid nickel and initial bulk concentration of sulfur in the alloy, the proportional 
relation between them is 4.5-5 times. Thus, given similar adsorption energy of O and S on the GB, it can be 
assumed that the GB concentration of oxygen is 4.5-5 times higher than sulfur. Table 6 shows the calculated 
data of concentration which was measured directly on the surface of DDC, Ccrack(S) and Ccrack(O). 

Table 6 
Dependence of S and O concentration from cohesive energy Ecoh (calculated) 

Misorientation 
angle, θ, grad Ecoh, J/m2 Cmax, at.% S Cmax,аt. % О Ccrack, at.% S Ccrack, аt.% О 

3,80 0 0 0 0 
3,5 1 0,8 0,16 0,7 
3 2,40 2,2 0,40 1,8 

2,5 3,9 3,5 0,67 2,9 
2 5 4,8 0,9 4 

45 

1,8 6 5,4 1 4,5 
3,33 0 0 0 0 

3 0,95 0,85 0,16 0,7 
2,5 2,45 2,2 0,4 1,8 
2 3,9 3,5 0,67 2,9 

1,5 5,4 4,8 0,9 4 

55 

1,31 6 5,4 1 4,4 
2,33 0 0 0 0 

2 0,98 0,88 0,16 0,73 
1,8 1,60 1,44 0,27 1,2 

1,65 2 1,8 0,34 1,5 
1,5 2,47 2,2 0,42 1,8 

60 

1,26 3,2 2,88 0,5 2,3 

The data of Table 6 are shown in Fig. 11 for high-angle GB in the angular range 45-60˚. Due to the 
higher solubility of oxygen in the weld metal, its influence as embrittling element carries more weight. The 
accuracy of the theoretical calculations confirmed by direct observations of concentration S and O on the 
surface of open DDC in the chamber of Auger spectrometer. Purification the surface of DDC from 
impurities which was absorbed from the atmosphere after the break, was performed by ion etching. Etching 
speed is10 nm/min. Concentration curves of S and O coincides on the entire range of etching, which is 
explained almost equal energy adsorption ad

sE∆ . 
The difference between points on the curves is 4.5-5 times that confirms the assumption of same 

enthalpy value which described above. Thus, the average concentration of O and S on the surface of DDC 
for high angle boundaries is inside of 2,3-4,5 and 0.5-1 at. %, respectively (Fig. 12). 

Conclusions 
Complex of research, which includes scanning electron microscopy with heating, light micro 

interferometry, and Auger spectral analysis were described in this work. We obtained the following micro 
structural and thermodynamic parameters of In52 and In52 MSS alloys: disorientation angle of neighboring 
grains, surface, grain boundaries, and cohesion energies, S and O concentrations on the surface of DDC. 

1. It was found that the cohesive energy Ecoh of GB depends on misorientation angle θ in 
neighboring grains. With the increase in misorientation angle θ, the cohesive energy decreases. Less 
resistant to formation of DDC are high-angle grain boundaries with the range of misorientation within 45-
60°. Average Ecoh are 3.1 and 2.9 J/m2 for In52 and In52 MSS alloys, respectively. 
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Fig. 11. Dependence of S and O concentration from cohesive energy Ecoh (calculated) 

 
Fig. 12. Experimental concentration of impurities on the surface of DDC 

2. The In52 alloy has tendency to form DDC during multipass welding fusion. The main cause is the 
change of thermodynamic state of the GB, it is indicated by the decrease in the cohesive energy to 1.8- 
1.26 J/m2. Cracks form in the high-angle GB within 45-60°, that in the initial state have lower cohesive energy. 

3. One of the causes of the cohesive energy decrease in In52 alloys during multipass fusion welding is 
adsorption of S and O from the grains body to GB. The adsorption on the GB is performed due to abnormally 
rapid mass transfer of impurities during heating and cooling the welded metal in the time of the next welding pass. 

4. The maximum bulk solubility of oxygen in the liquid weld metal is 4.5-5 times larger than the 
original volume concentration of sulfur in the alloy. Given similar energy absorption S and O on the GB, it 
can be assumed that GB concentration of oxygen is 4.5-5 times higher than that of sulfur. 
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5. The concentration curves of S and O coincide on the entire range of etching, which is explained 
by almost equal energy adsorption ad

gbE∆ . The difference between points on the curves is 4.5-5 times larger 
that confirms the assumption of same enthalpy value. The average concentration of O and S on the surface 
of DDC for high angle boundaries is within 2.3-4.5 and 0.5-1 at. %, respectively. 
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